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Affirmative Action an Asset to

Program More Than Quotas and Numbers, Enhances Educational Experience
by KATHLEEN YAUS
Part of Tufts’ mission to maintain a di-

tive action in state funded organizations.
Many people hold misconceptions about
whataffimative actionis and whatitaims
to do.

Affirmative action, as B la
include theadmissionprocess
butanindividual’s backgroun

of the affirmative action laws set forth by
thegovemment. ltalso includes thevoluntary commitment the university has to be

who are under-qualifiedwhen wespeakof
a f f m t i v e action,” said Mmel Powell,
apecia1 assistant to the President for Affir-

employment. Theability to diversify ispart
of what an individual can offer, just like
athletic ability or artistic talent.
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Letters
To the editor:
The Halloween PRIMARY
SOURCE
was the
best one yet! In just one issue, you manage to
bash gays, put forth the notion that liberal
Jews do not adhere to their faith, and imply
that all Pagans are Devil worshippers. Kudos, folks, and keep up the good work.
RespectfuIly yours,
Jay Hochberg, LA99
To the editor:
I am responding ’to the section in the
October 30th issue “Tuftonian Tricks and
Treats.” I am a commuter here at Tufts and
an avid reader of THESOURCE.
However, I
must disagree with your assumption that the
commuter population at Tufts is next to
non-existant. Contrary to popular belief, the
Tuftonians who make the trek through traffic each and every day are far from extinct.
In fact, we are a very active part of this
campus and will continue to be for time to
come. We may not be the minority, but are
as much a part of this campus as the residents are.
Thank you for your time and keep up
the good work!

(NOT SPONSORED BY PEPSICO

Sincerely,
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Commentary
Yet Another Tragedy
A tragedy of any sort deserves proper reflection and response.
Society’s reaction to adversity reveals its most basic holdings;
virtue and decency preclude manipulating misfortune for politics’
sake. If the reaction to Yitzhak Rabin’s assassination is any
indicator, campus leadership has much about which to be embarrassed. The unfortunate loss of the Israeli Prime Minister requires
a renewed commitment to his noble goals rather than partisan
prattle.
Rabin, as the impetus for talks with Yasser Arafat’s Palestinian Liberation Organization, was the key to a peaceful settlement
of the Arab-Israeli territorial dispute, While Bill Clinton grandstanded for the media, the Israeli leader negotiated an end to a
conflict that dates back to antiquity. The formerfreedomfighter
softened his previously hardline stance, sacrificing the Gaza
Strip and West Bank for what he
hoped would be a stable Middle
East. Interim Prime Minister
Shimon Peres’ suggestion of offering further concessions to the
PLO has only magnified Rabin’s
value as a tireless bargainer.
When Israel lost its steward’s
unyielding vision and determination at the hands of a deranged
Jewish law student, a worldwide
expression of both regret and support for Rabin’s efforts ensued. At
Tufts, students and faculty organized to discuss the tragedy as well
as mourn the slain leader with a memoria1 service and vigil. Needless politicking, however, undermined the praiseworthy endeavor to recognize YitzhakRabin.
University Chaplain Scotty McLennan
attributed the murder to ‘religious extremism’
which “...divides us to those in and those out. [sic]”
A Daily column inculpated ‘religious fanatics’ while an Observer
piece claimed that the “enemy is the right-wing religious zealot,
and its [sic] movement has created enormous turmoil in Israel.”
Despite these politically loaded remarks, neither religious strife
nor right-wing ideas killed the Prime Minister. A sick individual
without respect for human life murdered Yitzhak Rabin; his
political and religious beliefs did not determine his actions.
There was little clamor over the Unabomber’s decidedly
leftist views. Few people cared when Colin Ferguson expressed
his support for the liberal David Dinkins after killing several train
passengers. Political exploitation of a horrible calamity is nothing
less than deplorable; the disingenuous correlation between faith
and depravity only cheapens Rabin’s accomplishments. The strident opponents of “extremism” would be wise to have more
respect for the sacrifice made by a great man.
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I-Clubbers at the Gate
Charitable giving, when motivated by a personal desire to
share one’s good fortune with others, can be a noble act. The TCU
Senate’s decision last week to allow the International Club to
donate profits from an event to a financial aid fund for international students, however, is neither charitable nor appropriate.
Although financial aid is a worthy cause, the Student Activities
Fee was never meant to be a vehicle for charity.
Tufts assesses every full-time student a fee of $154 to
underwrite the student groups whose activities are deemed beneficia1 to the campus. While the TCU Treasury budget exceeds
$700,000,there are always more funding requests than the Senate
can fill. Currently, the International Club receives $2,222 worth of
its $3,822 budget from the Treasury. The TCU’s decision last
week allows the group to donate profits from its annual Parade of
Nations, likely in excess of one thousand dollars, to the Oliver
Chapman Memorial Fund.
To most students, this disbursement would seem a harmless and legitimate use of what is, arguably, the IClub’s money. The capital necessary to put on the
event, however, comes not from the I-Club, but
from all our pockets via the Student Activities
Fee. The Treasury bears the risk of the
venture taking a loss, and merits being the
beneficiary if it turns a profit. Every
penny of profit is not earned money
which can be donated to charity,
but our money. If donated to charity, these monies will not finance
other student activities we support. This is no different than
extorting a tax from each Tufts
student so that money may be
given to the I-Club which it
may donate to charity.
For the second time
in a semester, the TCU Senate has gone against Treasurer Scott Lezberg’s recommendations on fiscal
matters. Student control of Student Activities Fee funds is surely
the most’ important task of the Senate, and one that it has
maintained solely because of sane and sober decision making. In
this matter, the Senate would do well to listen to the advice of its
fiscal leader, lest mismanagement lead university officials to seize
student funds.
Bound and Gagged
Just when the sensitivity crowd seemed to be completely
discredited, politically correct militants have resurfaced in the
Bay State. University of Massachusetts at Amherst chancellor
David Scott announced that the state’s flagship public school will
pursue speech codes intended to penalize students expressing
“offensive” ideas. The policy would cover speech that offends on

the basis of race, gender, citizenship, culture, HIV status, parental
status, pregnancy status, and political affiliation or belief.
Most misleading is M a s s ’ s classification of the policy as an
effort to increase “tolerance.” Rather than increasing tolerance,
speech codes clearly broadcast the unacceptability of a broad
range of opinions and ideologies. As UMass professor Daphne
Patai noted, “The proposed harassment policy that I and other
professors are combatting would, in fact, institutionalize intolerance.”
Private colleges may construct a legally-sound justification
for speech codes, since they, as privately-operated autonomous
institutions, have the right to implement whatever policies they
wish. Such a defense is ethically bankrupt but still permissible
under the law; the Bill of Rights protects citizens from the
government, not from other citizens. As UMass receives funds
from and is operated by the
state, it cannot resort to such a
defense. The University of
Massachusetts qualifies as an
agent of the state and must
protect, not destroy, the First
Amendment’s principles.
Coming Together
On Monday, October 30,
citizens of Quebec took to the
polls yet again to vote on their
province’s secession from
Canada. The result was the
narrowest win for the prounion cause to date: a mere
50.6 percent of the 4.6 million
ballots cast supported remaining a part of the Canadian
Dominion.
Although this bid to gain
autonomy for Quebec failed,
the battle is far from over.
This latest referendum on secession was called by the ruling provincial party of Quebec, the Parti Quebecois,
which has advocated a “French
Canada” since its founding in 1968.Though defeated, the separatist movement has vowed to keep fighting until they have their own
nation. It is a battle that, based on current demographics and the
mounting resentment towards the federal government many FrenchCanadians harbor, they will inevitably win. If anything came out
of the unionist victory, it is that they have only one more chance
to solve this seemingly endless conflict.
There can be little doubt that the conflict’s resolution will
occur once French-Canadians can be shown that the separatist
movement makes little economic sense. Those who seek to secede
from Canada do so because they want to create a more socialistic
country. Already Quebec would be the most indebted nation per

capita if it were a distinct entity. The burdensome taxation levied
by Ottawa to pay the state’s tab will substantially increase if
Quebecers are held solely responsible for their share of the bill.
Independence and further growth of government is hardly a
justification for secession.
Once the votes were tallied and the pro-union side had
officially won, Jacques Parizeau, leader of the Parti Quebecois,
delivered a speech to the pro-separatist people of Quebec blaming
the loss on “money and the ethnic vote.” The statement drew
heavy fire from both sides of the separatist issue for its racist
overtones and was a major factor in the Premier’s resignation the
following day. This misstep clearly demonstrates that those who
favor secession are ill-suited to undertake the preservation and
separation of French Canada.

(This) Abortion Is Murder
A partial-birth abortion is carried out during the third trimester of
pregnancy when the fetus is almost
fully-developed. The procedure’s
name accurately describes the brutal operation involved: birth is induced and the baby is partially delivered before it is “aborted” by a
surgeon.
In this procedure, the fetus,
which has almost come to term, is
turned around in the womb and removed, feet first, stopping at the
neck. The surgeon then grinds a hole
through the skull and inserts a high\powered suction tube. He proceeds
to suck the fetus’s brain through a
vacuum; when most of the brain
tissue has been purged, the dead
body is removed from the mother.
According to advocates of the
procedure, doctors perform partialbirth abortions only when the fetus
suffers from major genetic defects
or when the life of the mother is in
serious danger. However, no law
prevents the grotesque fetalectomy
from being carried out on a purely elective basis- and many
doctors have done exactly that.
The point at which an unborn collection of cells,becomes a
human life has been a matter of great dispute between pro-lifers
and pro-abortionists. Even the most ardent supporters of abortionon-demand must concede that a baby who has already passed the
point at whichlt could be successfully delivered deserves a certain
degree of dignity and the full body of human rights. The humanity
of an almost fully-developed baby cannot be a point of contention,
Regret can never bring back murdered babies, but the modern fetal
holocaust must be stopped. Congress should be lauded for attempting to criminalize this odious operation.
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Fortnight in Review
Comedy is allied to Justice.
-Anstop hanes

a

Polls show Jacques Chirac’s popularity has dropped 29
points. So has the geiger counter.
A n Idaho city spent $43,000 to recapture escaped animals.
They were relocated to Metcalf Hall.
Count Peggy Barrett among the usual suspects. The heist:
$3,000 from a Winthrop bank. The suspect: a man in a wig.
Lifetime Products must fork over $50,000 to Christopher
Conley, who lost two teeth while trying to slam dunk on one of
their basketball backboards. Lifetime is now trying to decertify
the judiciary.
The Buffalo Bill with some time to kill is back in the news.
OJ is furious because ex-sqeeze Paula Barbieri claimed that he
tried to sell photos of them together. Don’t lose your Ray-bans,
Paula.

In yet another post-mistrial mishap, Marcia Clark has denied
rumors that she and the dashing prosecutor Darden are romantically involved. Neither of them wants to go out with a loser.

In local news, 100 welfare recipients and some “supporters”
dropped extinguished candles in front of Governor Weld’s office
to protest hand-out reform. They wanted to burn the place down
but food stamps wouldn’t pay for blowtorches.

[pTwenty-three-year-old Chistopher Ashley spent three days in
jail for failing to return the three library books he checked out in
1991. Not only that, he jaywalked.
At least he wasn’t caught smoking crack with two hookers.

A young cougar bit House Speaker Gingrich in the jaw.
Fearing another uprising, the Newtster bought the spunky feline a
laptop.
Halloween dubbers at the Cedar Glen Golf Course foiled a
masked gunman when they laughed and tore his “costume” off
instead of following directions. Hold on to your polyester knickers
and brown dress socks, but something exciting finally happened
on a golf course.

“Does this look fresh to you?” screamed Tina Marin as she
threw chicken McNuggets, lettuce, and fries at a McDonald’s
manager. The plastic toy tasted fine, however.

A college student in Oregon was sentenced to twenty hours of
community service after creating a scene at Denny’s restaurant.
The young protestor was peeved because the greasepit charged
him extra to substitute hash browns in his Grand Slam Breakfast.
He and his people deserve compensation.

Two sorcerers were arrested in Egypt for using black magic
to obtain $30 million from businessmen. They were blindfolded
during their extradition out of fear that they would cast a spell on
the plane. The magicians should have offered to make the airline
food disappear.

Don King, defending himself against charges of wire and
insurance fraud, denied any wrongdoing. Only in America would
someone who has fixed fights, committed murder, and sported the
Bride of Frankenstein’s hairdo, think he could get off again,

They were upset at ’losing the Strategic Gaming Society
election for Big Kahuna.

Polls show that two in three Americans believe in Satan. He
works in the basement of Eaton Hall.
I’m earning a n A+ in SelfEsteem,

Starring The Rainbow Fami/y

Created By Franklin D. Roosevelt
And Lyndon 8.Johnson
Sponsored In Part By Your Taxes

Comic Strip By Keith Levenberg
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M D a n n y Malyurek, a tattoo artist for tots, was fined for drawing
a lizard on a girl’s buttocks. How’s that for getting a little behind
in your work?

I guess you should meet my
family. Here’s my parents,
Lola and Mary ...

.

Part of Governor Weld’s government reorganization program
entails reducing regulations that artificially inflate the price of
liquor and beer. Senator Kennedy has been leaning on him.

m A new study shows that straight adults aren’t changing sexual
behavior in response to the AIDS virus. After all, wearing a red
ribbon is sufficient protection.

The North Dakota Supreme Court ruled that fines and license
suspension for drunk driving do not constitute double punishment.
But living in North Dakota does.

An Illinois man on death row has asked for a stay because he
claims that a recent heart attack rendered him “unfit to die.” He
was fit, however, to kill someone.

Research data shows a correlation between low heart rates and
criminal behavior. Wealways knew that you needed a strong heart
to run with a television set.

Physics professor Gary Goldstein complained at a Trustees’
luncheon that Tufts students do not write well. Neither can our
favorite Daily columnist. Good job, John.

The San Diego City Council approved an ordinance requiring
new liquor stores to be 600 feet away from schools, parks,
churches, and welfare offices. Strange, liquor stores don’t accept
food stamps anyway.

Memo to all of our critics: If you want to learn how to write
well, read our articles and editorials.

a

Be sure to check out the next installment of misadventures in
e n g 1 i s h.

A Reno woman, claiming that leaky breast implants affected
her health, hopes to win a $10 million suit against Dow Chemical.
She wants to show “these big companies ... that us women, we’re
not crazy. We’re sick.” The difference being?
A North Dakota woman was arrested for faking an attack on
her Middle Eastern restaurant. She tied herself up and carved
swastika-like symbols into her body. AI Sharpton insists that, if
she was black, she would be the victim of racism.

m

A Miami judge repealed a curfew for children under seventeen. Local nightlife will now offer Chutes and Ladders in addition
to Co-ed Naked Midnight Bingo.

The US House of Representatives voided a Washington, D.C.
law allowing gay partners of city workers to register for health
benefits. W e wouldn’t have this problem under National Health
Care.

When former Chief Justice Warren Burger wrote all three
lines of his will, he failed to take advantage of simple and wellknown measures which could have saved his heirs nearly half a
million in taxes. Who cares, as long as they don’t tax the special
sauce.
Police were puzzled when they responded to a 91 1 emergency
at Alma Ellis’s Carlsbad, New Mexico home. No one was there
except for Tara, an 8-month-old Chihuahua, who apparently
placed the call. The pup was quickly deported.
Harvard recently added a new radiotelescope to the Oak
Ridge Observatory. Its purpose? To listen for extraterrestrial
beings. No need for that, just go over to Professor Dershowitz’s
office.

Five Ethiopian camelherds have committed suicide in the
wake of an epidemic which has been killing up to 300 camels a
day. Joe Camel also has testicular cancer.
“Libido,” a new drug made from chicken egg extract,
supposedly increases the sex-drive. Not a bad concept: using
chicks to score.
least we have our pride.

After all, it’s the American
Way.

me to go to the
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Edward Have11

terol from cheeseburgers might cause heart Wonderful benefits may satisfy some, but
F e d e r a l law requires males older than disease, America’s number one killer, but the laws’ discriminatory injustice remains.
Society should strive for the preveneighteen to register for the draft. The Con- the government has no say in the number of
tion of drunk driving deaths, but restricting
stitution grants 18-year-olds the right to cheeseburgers aperson can eat each weekvote. The court system, too, treats citizens not yet, that is. Citizens with unhealthy adult drinking is a selective form of Prohiover eighteen as adults: they can be sum- eating habits cannot be force-fed vegetables bition and a transfer of responsibility from
moned for jury service and may not be tried or given periodic vitamin injections. Scuba individuals to the government. The law
in the juvenile justice system. No reason- divers and mountain climbA law raising
the minimum
able person would purport, then, that an ers take risks greater than
u
individual capable of all of this important any non-seat belt wearing
consumptionage to preventimmature
decision making, responsible enough to motorist, but rational adults
send a criminal to the gas chamber, mature
enough to wage war, does not deserve the own risk.
drinkers along with those who might
Just as motorcyclists
full rights of self-determination enjoyed by
get behind the wheel.
his older siblings. Reason notwithstand- (should) have the right to
ing, statutes establishing the minimum age ride helmet-free, adults cato drink at twenty-one, thereby creating pable of analytical thought can decide for cannot tolerate driving under the influjust such an illogical imparity, persist. In themselves whether or not they can imbibe ence, not because of danger to the driver,
point of fact, every state in the nation (even responsibly. The most frequently given but because inebriated motorists constitute
Louisiana changed its law), has banned the justification for raising the drinking age is a public health hazard. Innocent third parsale of alcoholic beverages to persons un- the prevention of motor vehicle accidents; ties can fall victim to a stranger’s recklessafter all, drunk driving is among the lead- ness. But a law raising the minimum conder the age of twenty-one.
The raised drinking age is a symptom ing causes of death for people between sumption age to prevent immature careof the increased tendency of government to eighteen and twenty-five. Since the imple- lessness punishes responsible drinkers along
act as society’s babysitter. The prevailing mentation of higher drinking age laws, with those who might get behind the wheel.
Adjusting the drinksentiment in Washington holds
ing age is the wrong tool
that individuals are unfit to
for combating drunk drivdetermine their own best interests and that the state is
ing; in order to be fair and
duty bound to take over what
just, states must detercrime
should be personal or familial
by creating harsher penalties for DWI while returndecisions. Nothing could be
further from the truth. Unforing responsibility to the individual. The current extunately, society has been
amazingly complacent in percessively lenient penalties
mitting the watchful eye of
lie at the problem’s heart.
Big Brother to expand its doDespite the fact that an inmain. Mandatory seat belt laws
ebriated driver is endanused to be a hotbed of debate;
gering the life and welfare
today, however, intrusive govof others, an individual
ernmental control has become
convicted of DWI may
par for the course.
never see the inside of a
’ The sole duty of the state
jail cell. Massive penalties
is the protection of individual
will force citizens to serirights to life, liberty, and the
ously consider the ramifipursuit of happiness. Though official con- alcohol related accidents have significantly cations of their actions. Though consetrol over personal decisions cannot be declined. While anti-drunk-driving social quences may not be a deterrent for psyavoided when resultant activities, if un- pressure and stronger car designs certainly chotic killers, most motorists are rational
regulated, harm others, it nonetheless sets contributed to the improvement, the rela- individuals.
a dangerous precedent. Excessive drinking tionship between the higher drinking age
may be unhealthy, but so too are a variety and thedecliningnumberofroadwaydeaths
Please see “Prohibition,”
of everyday activities. The fat and choles- attributable to alcohol is clearly causal.
continued on page Id.
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Czech Mates
Julie Rockett
the reconstruction of democratic institu- Bohemian Rhapsody
tions. Three years later, however, the SoviThe experiences of communism are
ets abandoned all pretenses of tolerance still fresh in the minds of Czech citizens,
and became brutal authoritarians. The and the effects of the Red tyranny can be
nouveauhperialists dismantled all sem- seen everywhere. I found the summer a
blances of democracy and established a perfect time to visit because the old and the
communist government in their own im- new Czech Republics could be examined
age. During the Prague Spring of 1968, together.
Czech leader Alexander
Dubcek attempted to liberUntilIsawthe relics of the communist
alize facets ofjournalism and
other sectors of the red regovernment for myself, I never fully
gime. The movement, howunderstoodmybrother’s reactionto
ever, was extinguished when
Kremlin-backed tanks rolled
visiting Czechoslovakia.
into Czechoslovakia that August. With an iron-fist, the
Upon leaving Prague’s airport, we
Soviets murdered Czech civilians, obliterated new freedoms, and reasserted their drove through communist-built villages on
the outskirts of town. These relatively new
own illegitimate authority.
As a result of widespread rallies op- homes had fallen into a homble state of
posing Red imperialism, the Velvet Revo- disrepair, worse even than buildings which
lution of November 1989 forced the com- had seen both World Wars. They sport
munists to relinquish control over the Czech broken windows, crumbling balconies, and
government, Locals then created a sover- large chasms running through their exteeign autonomous democratic system, grant- rior walls. These supposedly modern strucing sweeping new freedoms to citizens. tures seem to be an allegory for the govern“It is true that liberty is preciousThough the CzecWSlovak divorce in 1992 ment which produced them.
so precious
that
it
has
to
be
rationed.”
Prague, unlike
-V.Z. Lenin
most European cities,
Since the nation’s
was not bombed durindependence from that
ing World War II. As
social tyranny known
a consequence, i t
as the workers’ parastands as a showcase
dise, the Czech Repubfor a variety of differlic has developed a
ent architectural dethriving economy and
signs. Without the
acosmopolitan society.
care of private hands,
The world has not although, most strucw a y s been so kind,
tures were allowed to
though, to the Bohefall
into disrepair.
mian people, Shortly
Over
the past fifty
after liberation from
years,
a paucity of
Austria, Czechoslovasupplies
meant that
kia fell into sixty dark
painting
could
not be
yeas of oppression at
performed
and
repairs
the hands of socialist
of dilapidated buildregimes.
ings were executed
Ending the warEnterprising
renewal
collides
with
collectivism’s
ruins
in
the
Czech
Republic.
only
intermittently.
t i m e occupation of
Bohemia and Slovakia by the forces of worried politicians, the Czech Republic
Please see (‘Prague,”
Hitlerian National Socialism, the Soviet has enjoyed cultural and economic freecontinued
on the next page.
Red Army seized Czech lands, but allowed dom since its departure from communism.

o n December 25,1983, my family stood
before Christmas dinner and prayed that
my brother Bill, traveling in Czechoslovakia at the time, was safe and well, and that
he wouldn’t come home a communist. After visiting the Czech Republic this August, I realized that we should have said a
rosary that Christmas night.
Bill and the rest of the Harvard Hockey
Team were visiting Prague to play exhibition matches against the Czech national
team. When we picked him up at the airport, he begged us to take him to the nearest
McDonald’s. At the fast food sanctuary he
told us about how state officials prohibited
the team from leaving the Soviet-run hotel
on their own, proscribed talking to natives,
and even prevented them from visiting the
city without a Soviet guide. As a result of
his trip to Czechoslovakia, Bill became the
most patriotic person I have ever known.
Until I saw the relics of the communist
government for myself, I never fully understood his reaction to the experience.
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“Prague,” continued from the
previous page.
Today, however, the magnificence of these
extraordinary edifices is being restored
daily. With the return of private ownership,
repairmen line every major street.
. Prior to democratization, the state controlled all publications. Now, to the benefit
of citizens, the press has grown into a great
industry and an important power. Minorities such as Jews and Romanys may voice
their opinions, a freedom never imagined
in thedaysofcommunistcensorship.Newspaper kiosks displaying publications from
all over the world stand on nearly every
street corner of the new city. The public is
now exposed to a plethora of ideas once
denied by a despotic government.
The Czech magazine Velvet asked
people where they were when Elvis Presley
died. The English and Americansresponded
that they were at home; Czechs answered
that’ they ‘only learned of Elvis’ death in
1989. The communist government, they
reported, kept them in the dark, having
decreed anything Western pernicious. State
censors banned all news relating to Western figures and politics. For no reason at
all, such categorical condemnations even
extedded to sweeping yet politically inconsequential events such as the King’s death.
On our recent trip we hired a guide to
show us around Prague, who, throughout
the tour, interjected her political beliefs
into the conversation. She spoke well of the

“Prohibition,’’ continued
from page 10.
Although intoxication results in poor
judgment, a sober individual aware of heavy
penalties will not place himself in a situation where he would be inclined to drink
and drive. In addition, even a drunken soul
has some degree of rational thoughtpeople rarely get drunk and stick forks in
their eyes- and the possibility of serious
jail time would be far more sobering than a
fine or licensesuspension. Marginally stiffer
laws are partially responsible for recent
decreases in drunk driving fatalities, but no
one has found an effective way to prevent
underage people from obtaining alcohol.
Becoming intoxicated is easy, but fooling
the breathalyzer borders on the impossible.

many changes and opportunities occurring
in the free Czech Republic, stating that her
standard of living had increased greatly in
the past three years- so much so that she
can now provide for her mother. As the tour
concluded, I asked what she thought of
communism. Her reply: “For 20 years, our
country was in a very dark period. There
was no progress in technology or medicine
or culture. We are now playing a big game
of catch-up. Communism equaled stagnation.”

An Experiment Gone Awry
I attended a liberal high school where
the teachers considered the Truman Doctrine a paranoid manifesto. As a result of
this indoctrinating education, I thought
Reagan’s characterization of communism
as an evil empire reflected nothing more
than alarmist hyperbole. Seeing the effects
of communism first-hand, though, confirmed the Gipper’s admonitions. Now I
can state without hesitation that the empire
was, indeed, evil. Apologists wrongfully
assert that communism is sound in theory,
but flawed in execution because leaders
departed from Marxist doctrine. Theproposition that a nation founded on conscription
of property and forced labor can ever be
successful, or even legitimate, however, is
wholly bankrupt. A society that restricts
the rights and freedoms of its citizens is
unjust and inhumane.
A dictatorial Soviet government enslaved the Czech population for more than
The greatest alcohol-related problem
which government has failed to adequately
address stems from the prevention of further destructive behavior. News of another
family wiped out by a drunk driver comes
so often that society is becoming alarmingly immune. Such reports too frequently
conclude with the note that the intoxicated
motorist is a repeat offender. CLirrent laws
provide relatively stiff sentences for vehicular homicide, but criminals are allowed
backon theroad every day.Takinganother’s
life by losing control of your automobile in
a drunken stupor may not be deliberate, but
it bears the same consequences for victims
as wanton murder. An individual who puts
himself in a situation whereby he might
drive while under the influence of alcohol
is being as reckless as any sociopath wield-
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forty years. The renaissance blossoming in
the Czech Republic proves the extent to
which communism restrained the Bohemians. Now that they have freed themselves
from the shackles of Red law, worker productivity and employment are soaring.
Communism denied these people the opportunity to grow and change; its velvet
dissolution brought the Czech Republic
prosperity and stability.
As a result of this vacation, I cannot
understand how anyone could ever honestly support communism. The Czech
Republic’s experience was not isolated; I
encountered the same popular loathing of
Soviet imperialism in Poland, Slovakia
and Hungary. Communism proved not only
unstable but also despotic. The system
promoted mediocrity by refusing to tolerate diversity of opinion. Alas, the tyrannical state forced an entire nation to suffer in
the depths of forced equality by discouraging innovation.
A system which treats its people as
captives can never be justified. Post-Cold
War liberals who argue that the evil empire
never existed need only spend their next
vacation in the former Eastern Bloc to
understand the oppression and destruction
communism reaps. The new Czech Republic forcefully exemplifies the failures and
inadequacies of collectivism while displaying the benefits of enterprise.
Miss Rockett is a senior majoring in
Ancient Greek.

ing a hair-trigger machine gun. Having
discovered a citizen’s capability of destructive action, the state has a duty to
remove him from society.
Ultimately, parents are burdened with
the duty of imparting their children with
good judgment. Teaching young people to
drink responsibly at an early age does more
to foster good behavior than government
action ever could. It is not the job of the
government to teach right and wrong,
merely to insure that no one is wronged by
another. Unfortunately, the selective form
ofprohibition- however beneficial it might
be- infringes upon citizens’ rights and
must be terminated.
Mr. Have11 is a junior majoring in
International Relntions.

The Lions Sleep Tonight
Keith Levenberg
O n e of religious conservatism’s mos;
spurious assertions holds that there is
antipathy toward religion in America which
eclipses the original intent of the Republic’s”
Founding Fathers. This misconception lin-,
gers because many Americans wrongly,
assume that the founders were religious in
the same sense that certain people consider
themselves religious today. Additionally,
these propagandists promote the paranoid
delusion that “believers” are an endangered minority group persecuted by the,
state.
Religious activism in American poli-,
tics relies heavily on revisionist history.
Fanatics associate their agenda wit$ traditional American values by claiming8that
the founders’ beliefs mirror their own. They
portray defenders of the framers: secular
ideals as hostile to religion. It is, then, a
supreme irony that the accusations of hostility to religion now lobbed at opponents,
of the “religious right” were also leveled
against the founders themselves.
Pro-religion revisionists are fond of:
noting that Thomas Jefferson, the premier
advocate of churchtstate separation, suggested using the Bible as a moral model for
teaching children. What these suspect historians frequently omit is that Jefferson
composed a version of the New Testament
in which all “superstitious” elements were
deleted, retaining only ethical philosophy,
When he was elected president, many Chris:
tians hid their Bibles, fearing Jefferson’s
government would be antagonistic to their
theology.
These paranoid cries are an early form
of a common myth uncovered when religion and politics intertwine: that the US,
government is, in some way, anti-religious.
When Abraham Lincoln was running for
president, it became known that he had
made harsh criticisms of the Roman Catholic Church and had even once written a
pamphlet opposing Christianity. An incognizant journalist introduced the idea that
the would-be president might conduct seizures of church property. Such an inane
defamation may seem unthinkable today,
but its spirit is very much alive. The most

common disingenuous complaints resemble
Ralph Reed’s declaration that the United
States is “anti-Christian,” and US News
columnist John Leo’s charge that the Supreme Court instills a “vast hostility to
religion.”

exploring “The Man From Hope” and stressing his devout Southern Baptist upbringing. Photo opportunities at churches and
other religious gatherings were among the
most consistently successful public appearances of the Clinton campaign. Not sur-

I

prisingly, the exultant President-electthen carried his evangelical streak into the White
House.,
On February 3, 1994,
President Clinton hosted a“National Prayer Breakfast” in
I
which he affirmed that “in this
None of these accusations have any nation, where we have freedom of religion,
basis in truth. They are symptoms of a we need not seek freedom from religion.”
disease that poisons our political land- Such a fine sound bite may have been
scape: .religious Americans continue to see constructed with.poetic, rather than ideo-,
themselves as an oppressed minority de- logical, intent, but it still denies a fundaspite the fact that an overwhelming.96% of mental principle?of the First Amendment.
Americans believe in God. Christians have The Supreme Court has long held that
not, been persecuted since the time of the freedom of conscience confers upon indiRoman
Emperor
viduals the right to acGratian, but the terms
cept any faith or none at
dogmatists set for the
all. A policy that enpolitical debate are
dorses religion, even if
predicated on the asit does not promote a
sumption that Chrisspecific denomination,
tianscomprisa a minorintrudes upon the liberity group whose rights
ties the Constitution
are under attack on evgrants to those who do
ery front.
seek freedom from reliReligious fanatics
gion.
seem to enjoy spreadDespite clearly
ing lies about our poobjectionable goals, the
litical culture because
content of participants’
it is far easier for a
speeches is immaterial
to the Breakfast’s pogroup to promote its
litical significance.
agenda if it can wield
Much of the oratory was
the specter of discrimination.
However,
feel-good political
claims of the system’s
rhetoric, but it shows
that the current politihostility to religion are
illogical and indefencal climate necessitates
sible. Religion permeates every aspect of pandering to religious interests. Moreover,
our society and remains one of the stron- it dispels the notion that civic dialogue
gest influences on the political process.
denies theism its due.
When Bill Clinton sought the presiSuch displays are a Clinton regularity.
dency, he knew that he could not win The President has hosted two Prayer Brcakwithout emphasizing his religious back-‘ fasts, o n e Interfaith Breakfast, and
ground. The 1992 Democratic National
Convention featured a sentimental film
Continued on the next page.
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The Supreme Court has long
that freedom of conscience confers
upon individualsthe right to accept
any faith or none at all.
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Thus, neither side of the school-prayer
debate can defend its position with the
framers’ original intentions. If their intentions were followed to the letter, prayer in
made official decrees proclaiming the first
public
schools would not be a matter of
Thursday of May a “National Day of
dispute- public schools would not exist.
Prayer.” On at least five occasions, Clinton
While public support of education caninvited evangelical Christian leaders to the
not- and should not- be reversed, there
White House, including such personalities
are alternatives more consistent with the
as his friend Rev. Billy Graham and Rev.
spirit of the framers’ desires, one that could
Jack Hayford.
even resolve the prayer issue. AdoptThe President joins the religious right i n claiming that
ing a reasonable voucher system that
Fanatics who purport to value makes private and parochial schools
America’s laws and political instiaccessible to all would remove edututions “trivialize” religion. HOWcation from the hegemonic domain
ever, if this were the case, attempts
of the state. Such a change would
to deify his political positions by
also prevent zealots from attemptassociating them with religious figing to convert other people’s chilures certainly would have been rididren through the mandatory-attenculed in the press. In truth, religion
Such revisionist history has no place in dance-schoolhouse. Additionally, there are
is a political sacred cow about which no
serious discourse may be entertained. The Constitutional jurisprudence and certainly myriad other enrichments a voucher sysallegation that laws trivializereligion seems no legitimate claim to the strict doctrine of tem would provide that are not germane to
quite suspect when coupled with the real- originalism. Having already misconstrued religious issues. In short, returning choice
ization that religion pervades secular legis- the framers’ religious beliefs, they proceed to schooling decisions benefits all and elimilation. Many laws have nothing to do with to deny the true meaning of the First Amend- nates contentious Constitutional debates,
Fanatics who purport to value original
the government’s obligation to protect life, ment. Thomas Jefferson affirmed in no
liberty, and property but rise from articles uncertain terms that “a wall of separation intent while employing only their own opinions harm the credibility
of Judeo-Christian faith. Various state laws between church and
of originalist philosophy.
prohibit gambling, pornography, contra- state” operates irThe maliciously fickle
of
ception, and consentual sex between adults. respective
mentality of phony
Religious extremists are fortunate that statesmen’s private
originalists
has destroyed
their dogma relies primarily on widely religious convicvaluable
components
of
tions.
Pseudoaccepted lies, one of which holds that secuour national heritage. Honlarist policy contradicts the intentions of originalists play a
est devotees of the Foundthe Founding Fathers. Most Americans pre- game of legal pick
ing Fathers are losing the
sume that the framers were deeply reli- and choose; the
battle against religious exgious people who wished to join their faith only intentions of
tremists by perilously sacwith government, an assumption endlessly the framers they derificing truth with their
used to justify legislation peppered with fend are those with
own silence, thereby perreligious doctrine. However, many of the which they already
mitting fanatics to set the
founders had strong reservations about the agree.
agenda. By cloaking themE
x
t
r
e
m
i
s
t
s
veracity and application of religion. Still
selves in the fine ideals of
as
Pat
more, Benjamin Franklin and Thomas such
originalism, religious zealJefferson among them, identified them- Robertson (who
otspromulgateillusory imselves as “deists,” men who believed in a once declared that
ages of the founders.
universal spirit but professed no knowl- the separation of
Thankfully, the historical
edge of its nature. They felt that the world church and state
record exposes their ficmay have been created by what could be was “a lie of the
Euangelst/Politician Pat Robertson
tions and half-truths. Redescribed as God, but that He no longer left”) notwithstandvisionism cannot go unaninvolved Himself in the world- actively ing, most people
or passively. Deists placed man, not God, recognize the framers’ desire to separate swered, especially when it involves lies
at the center of the universe and did not church and state. It is not commonly known, . about the country’s greatest minds. Such
participate in religious ceremonies. Most however, that they also wished to keep misconstruances demean the letter of the
education and the state separate. There Constitution and distort the spirit of
notably, they did not believe in prayer.
This knowledge ought to have a strong were no state-operated schools at the time America.
effect on contemporary interpretations of of the Constitution’s composition, and the
Mr. Levenberg is a freshmen
original intent, especially with regard to men who drafted the document had no
who has not yet chosen a major.
divisive issues such as school prayer. Er- designs on a system of public education.

Continued from the previous page,

satz originalists often criticize Supreme
Court decisions that forbid school districts
from imposing religious traditions on students, such as the decision striking down
policies which allow distribution of Bibles
or recitation of prayers over loudspeakers.
Religious fanatics accuse the Court of interpreting the Establishment Clause incorrectly, often citing the framers’ supposedly
“strong religious beliefs.”
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ins Syndrome

Colin Kingsbury

Last year’s debate over renewal of
H s t o r i a n s and laymen alike consider Most-Favored-Nation trade status for China
Nixon’s 1972 visit to China one of the gave Clinton a chance to form a decisive
greatest feats of modern diplomacy. Be- and beneficial foreign policy. Characteristween the 1949 close of the Maoist
revolution and the American
president’s entreaty with “Red
China,” the People’s Republic and
the US had almost never seen eye to
eye. Of course, the antagonistic relationship has deep roots; the United
States supported the Kuomintang
nationalist forces, which opposed Sun Yat- tically, however, the President failed to
Sen’s and Mao Tse-Tung’s Chinese Red declare a firm American position. He did
Army. And despite the Sino-Americanrup- not compel the government to abide by
prochernent, relations remain uneasy. standardized copyright laws, sat the fence
Events such as the brutal 1989 massacre of on Taiwanese recognition, and allowed an
pro-democracy students in Tiananmen official US delegation to attend the UN
Square have threatened the trans-Pacific Women’sConferenceinBeijing. His poorly
connection, but provident foreign policy defined stance on China’s disregard for
makers have kept affairs between the two human rights infuriates Americans and
countries amicable. By discounting the se- Chinese expatriates alike. While waffling
riousness and fragility of the current situa- is merely unforgivable on domestic issues,
tion, however, President Clinton threatens it is unconscienable- even dangerousto undo the work of four presidents and in foreign policy.
countless others who
have forged the beneficial, albeit tenuous, Chinese-American friendship.
Thecentral challenge to creating
policy toward China
is the reconciliation
of American financia1 and political interests with the existence of what are,
essentially, two Chinas. And these two
states are not the
People’s Republic
and Taiwan: rather,
they are the China df today and the prom- Intimate Economics
Americans hold tremendous economic
ised China of tomorrow. Although two
interests in China. US exports are approachextremist political camps have formedone which denies our vital economic inter- ing ten billion dollars per anum, accountests and another which ignores the evils of ing for close to 18,000jobs- and that to a
the Red Chinese government- policy to- market still in its infancy. More imporward that nation must not be considered tantly, China ships Americans over forty
monotopical. It is not just possible, but billion dollars’ worth of goods each year,
essential, to address both economic and making the PRC our sixth-largest trading
partner. China’s ability to supply low cost
human rights issues.

commodities and consumer goods benefits
both countries, Clinton must maintain MFN
status if he intends to prolong such a symbiotic relationship and reap the potential
benefits of increased US access to the
domestic Chinese market.
While the United States should
continue mutually advantageous economic relations, it is essential to make
the terms of trade contingent upon
ethical advances on the communists’
part. Though Beijing has made a profession of ignoring Western pressure for
liberalization, China cannot afford to anger powerful democracies and their economies. While Sino-American trade amounts
to only four percent of total US trade, it
accounts for twenty percent of China’s.
Sanctions that would be painful for us
could be devastating to the Chinese, halting economic growth and making coveted
military expansion impossible. Although
Deng Xiaoping may have recognized the
eminent advantages of capitalism, it is
doubtful that economic reforms would have
proceeded without access to the massive
American market. And
now that its leaders have
discovered the opportunities liberalism offers, Chinese society
will realize its own destiny- a future sure to
be shaped by US economic policy.
TheUS rnustnot
add more regulations to
Sino-American trade; it
need only eliminate protectionist barriers and
put teeth behind laws
protecting copyrights
and intellectual property. The federal law
forbiding the importation of Chinese goods
manufactured by prison laborers can effect
reform, but lax enforcement of such prohibitions will never produce results. Idle
threats do little to encourage improvement.

Please see “China,’’
continued on page 22.
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An htellectuah Guide to
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courses

Colin Delaney

partment favorite Maya Angelou once said:
F o r quite some time, editors of THEPRI- “Of course he wrote it fot me; that is a
MARY SOURCEhave considered composing a
condition of the black woman. Nobody else
conservative guide to choosing courses at understands it, but I know that William
Tufts. With pre-registration upon us, we Shakespeare was a black woman.”
decided to set our minds to it.
Silliness notwithstandA
welling,
most
courses on the great
On reflection, I concluded that
works are taught by people who
wise selection of classesshould
not belimited to learning about
rounded
appreciate their academic
conservative people. In fact,
education
value. As budding intellectuals, students can disregard the
restricting oneself in such a
manner would compromiseina
inane posturing of academia’s
tellectualism; we must learn
core of
Maya Angelous, and actually
. from our mistakes as much as
knowledge of learn something from Hamlet
and Shylock. Professor Saul
we revel in our triumphs.
the
Slapikoff may like to talk about
It is incumbent upon all
the “broader philosophical unundergraduates interested in
the discovery of knowledge, then, to enroll derpinnings” of medicine ih h’is Contem-!
in classes that offer the most opportunities porary Biosocial Problems in America (BIO
for intellectual enrichment. Without a 97), but Professor George Ellmore teaches
Western Civilizations canon, Tufts gradu- objective facts about biology in8 Cells and
ates men and women who may hot‘ be Organisms (BIO 13). The relative scholeducated in the tenets df our society. Since arly value of each man’s course demonthe trustees and faculty have refused to do strates itself.
In the absence of guidance from the
so, students must endeavor to uphold the
academic integrity of this institution. If we University, we should choose to study the
demand classes on the Magna Carta, Au- Western canon and reject disciplines which
gustine, and Jefferson, the faculty will have focus on victimization a r deconto offer them. I n the mean time, we can structionism. A well-rounded education
enroll in courses and study with professors includes a core knowledge of the classics of
willing to impart knobledge rather than our own society and a sampling of other
cultures. Concentration on non-Western
engage in gratuitous politicking.
societies at the expense of establishing a
, Choosing excellent ‘teachers poses as
many problems as prudent course selec- solid base of European and American phition. And legitimate classes are often poi- losophy, literature, and art constitutes insoned by bad professors. Though most complete education. Moreover, the related
Tuftonians, especially freshmen, lack the abilities to think critically, analyze inforability to communicate:effectively through mation, and communicate effectively in
writing, Freshmen Expository Writing the English language form the foundation
Seminars regularly degenerate into forums of intellectualism. Developing a comptefor indoctrination, Professor Madhavi hensive, stimulating body of work, howMenon instructs freshmen to use gender- ever, is not the easiest task to undertake at
neutral language such as hehhe- an error, this university. But the course catalogue
according to Strunk and White’s English does include a number of classes and discihandbook. Although most undergraduates plines from which one may build a truly
know little of Plato and Nietzche, Political fine education.
Thought Professor Rob Devigne regularly
.
The Arts
reduces the philosophers to comparisons
Music, paintwith Pulp Fiction and Jim Morrison. Moreing,
and sculpture
over, instructors frequently destroy their
reflect the most
courses’ academic value by deconstructing
beautiful works
the great works or simply lying about the
of society’s great
authors and their relevance. English deI

8
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dxpressionists. No investigation of an ancient or modern civilization can be complete without studying its most talented
hidividuals. The department of Art and Art
History offers a wide variety of classes
examining the development of art and provides opportunities to study the Classics,
the Renaissance, and modern movements.
Some professors, however, constrict themselves to unusual interest groups, thereby
tainting the value of an otherwise legitimate field.
In their introductory level course on
rconoclasm and Iconophobia, Professors
Caviness and Hoffman examine “...Protestantism; the French Revolution; [and] the
Jesse Helms syndrome.” While the North
Carolina Senator is an interesting character
and can carry a decent tune, works such as
(‘Liberty Leading the People” are more
influential to the development of art than
Jesse Helms. Students wishing to learn
about the fine arts should reject such needless politicizing in favor of other classes
which concentrate on more relevant subjects,

English
For some reason, departments of
English at American
universities have become a bastion of
post-modernism and
deconstructionism.
Linda Bamber, Elizabeth Ammons, Ann
Van Sant, and LeeEdelman dominateTufts’
department and advocate a method of teaching that fails to properly educate students.
While these principals lead upper-level
seminars in politically driven issue areas,
expository writing suffers under an approach to English dedicated to “examining
literary works in their most illuminating
contexts- historical, social, philosophical, and political.”
As in the fine arts, interest groups and
leftist politics pervade the study of a fundamental discipline. Department leaders explore such topics as Sexuality, Literature,
and Contemporary Criticism (Edelman’s
course on current “feminist, gay, psychoanalytic, and deconstructive theories,”ENG

170), Women and Fiction (a class devoted
to “cultural context” and “feminist criticism” taught by Bamber and Van Sant,
ENG 132), and The Nineteenth-Century
British Novel (Bamber and Sheila
Emerson’s look at Dickens and Jane Austen
through “Marxist, feminist, and psychoanalyticperspectives,”ENG 153). Forthose
who fail to see the bankruptcy inherent in
these courses, one need only realize the
commonality in their ideologies: all support the overthrow of Western Civilization. They shroud their agenda in such
populist words as “diversity” and “all-inclusive,” but direct their efforts at the destruction of the family and classical liberalism through the butchery of society’s
greatest literary works.
With such learned leadership in place,
introductory seminars often deteriorate
into a similar groove. Though the course
catalogue promises that English 1 examines “authors such as... Orwell and
Thoreau,” Virginia Brereton rejected the
masters i n favor of Maya Angelou;
Madhavi Menon likewise chose Susan
Faludi. Additionally, professors like
Jonathan Strong, who teaches the Intermediate Writing of Fiction, reject letter
grades as being too’ constrictive. Some
teachers fail to correct grammatical mistakes or instruct students in the basic rules
of writing for fear of hurting feelings.
Indeed, many English 1 lecturers do not
require students to write “expository
prose,” but offer the opportunity to pen a
book’s next chapter. Linda Bamber may
feel otherwise, but most people probably
think that Virgil’s Aeneid does not need a
Book XIII.
Unfortunately, Tufts’ English department is in dire need of an overhaul. The
college writing requirement should lay
the foundation for humane learning, but
currently fails to do so. Only by rejecting
Marxist analysis of Great Expectations as
a legitimate enterprise, can this university
begin to produce a student body capable
of writing effectively and critically analyzing literature. Maya Angelou may not
like it very much, but William Shakespeare
was not a black woman. Students who
want to engage in real discovery should
enroll in courses such as Masterpieces of
Literature (ENG 50), The Poem (ENG
33), American Fiction (ENG 63 and 64),
and intensive studies of authors such as
Chaucer, Milton, and Melville.

Foreign Languages
For years, Tufts required
undergraduates to demonstrate
proficiency in alanguage other
than English. Today, however,
the faculty has gutted the requirement, allowing students
to take courses in a foreign
culture. And while cultural
practices certainly warrant study, they cannot substitute for schooling in language.
Total immersion provides the best opportunity for learning; the campus classroom
only acts as a substitute for direct exposure,
Culture courses which fulfill the “Foreign Language Requirement” often have
little to do with language and less to do with
the study of foreign peoples. According to
the course catalogue’s appendix, the faculty of Arts and Sciences believes that
African-American “Ethnic and Social
Dance” (Dance 60) and “Festivals and Politics in Latin America” (ANTH 184) qualify
for the foreign language distribution. The
faculty should reinstate the language proficiency requirement as part of a comprehensive core curriculum. Educated individuals
should not allow provincialism to constrict
discovery.

.

ing one’s curriculum, neglecting the origins of monotheism in Jerusalem,’rhefounding of the academy in Athens, the creation
of the first national republic in Rome, the
inception of parliamentarianism and the
rule of law in London, and Philadelphia’s
establishment of institutional checks on
power, would be to deny the origins of the
modern world,

Philosophy and Religion
If ever there were a
discipline that taught students how to think, it
would be philosophy. By
investigatingthought, we
learn about ourselves and the world. The
Philosophy department offers the opportunity to question thought processes, logic,
ethics, law, critical thinking, and rationality. Only by understanding thought and
inquisition, can we hope to find objective
truth. No liberal arts curriculum can be
complete without basic knowledge of philosophy and thought.
The theory of knowledge may be the
last bastion of reason in the ivory tower. Its
position at both the foundation, and the
zenith of any liberal arts program gives
philosophy educators the power to shape
History and Classics the minds of tomorrow’s leaders and thinkAs the record of ers. Similarly, Religion lies at the heart of
human triumph and er- human existence. Worship of God, the
ror, history teaches fu- Creator, reveals the values which society
ture generations to im- and men hold dear. Both Religion and
prove mankind’s stand- Philosophy, however, are threatened by
ing. That Tufts graduates students who relativists who deny absolute truth and
might not have taken a course in American, militant secularists who want to eliminate
European, or Classical History is an utter institutional association with God. Only by
disgrace. The Classics and History depart- realizing the forces that drove our forefaments offer classes on the formation and thers, however, can we as a people, as a
growth of Western Civilization, while pro- society, as individuals, discover the meanviding opportunities to learn about other ing of good and evil.
areas df the world. Entering society without a rudimentary knowledge of its origins
Political Science
and construction is a disservice to one’s
As the study of huown intellect. History may not fascinate
man organization and
some as it does others, but no man can ever
governance, Political Scihope to understand how the world around
ence has a claim to legitihim operates unless he has knowledge of
macy that many modern
the past.
fields do not. But the
It is further important to recognize that guardians of Tufts’ department have althe history of the United States extends lowed their discipline to degenerate into
beyond 1607 to the Classical period. In- studies of state structures that often fail to
deed, a scholar once wrote that history provide insight. The seemingly endless
provided five cities with the men and philosophical tools to create the civilization
Please see “Courses,”
currently dominating the world. In buildcontinued on the next page.
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“Courses,’) continued
from the previous page.
comparison of government systems does
not offer solutions to cataclysmic human
problems. Political polling may be interesting, but it hardly qualifies as the discovery of truth or real knowledge. Likewise,
classifications of presidents as “activelpositive” or “passivehegative” may stimulate
some political scientists but cannot compare to the philosophical origins of the rule
of law. To the extent that political ideas
have changed the world, the collective
quest for the betterment of humanity qualifies Political Science as a discipline for

thoughtful inquiry. Its current incarnation,
however, seems to neglect the central tenet
of liberal arts education: acquisition of
existing knowledge is not an end of its own,
but the means to creating still more wisdom.

Shaping the Future
If students demand superior teachers
and quality courses, the University will
have to respond. In the 1960s, radicals
convinced the administration to provide
vehicles for grade and grade-point-average
inflation. The Experimental College’s
classes on casino gambling, Star Trek, and
crossword-puzzle-construction hardly meet
the high intellectual standards once upheld

Only a credible ultimatum on which the
West is willing to follow through will
convince the communists to stop abusing
individual rights.

horse. As long as the balance of power
currently protecting democracy in the Pacific is maintained, the best interests of the
global community will be served by aiding
the Chinese in their quest for a silken
liberalizing revolution.

Securing Interests
The American relationship with China
is unusual in that our economic interactions resemble those of two friendly countries, while the political association is far
less amicable. China’s military stature
gravely concerns the United States. It maintains the world’s largest standing armyclose to three million men- and has embarked upon a campaign to rapidly build an
expansive nuclear navy. Communist imperialists have used the People’s Army to
establish a presence in the South China
Sea’s disputed Spratly Islands, believed to
be rich in oil. China’s aggressive
involvments in Southeast Asia frighten liberal nations throughout the Far East, especially Taiwan, The PRC’s conduction of
“missile tests” near Formosa certainly set
off more alarms in this anxiety-ridden region. Although the growing Chinese navy
is still at least ten years away from challenging US supremacy, it nevertheless must
be regarded as a security threat.
Even with these serious defense concerns, the most appropriate way to deal
with the “Chinese dilemma” emphasizes
not military force but economic strategy.
Whatever efforts China has made to increase its military prowess, it has concentrated on economic development. In a world
of free peoples, the Chinese simply cannot
put the military cart before the financial

A Promising, Yet Uncertain Future
The repeated systematic violations of
basic human rights by the communist government of China deeply troubles free men
and women everywhere. While there are
many promising signs that change is underway, actions such as the detention of activist Harry Wu are reminders of who remains
in power. The one-time Maoists have made
progress in bringing much of the country
into the twentieth century (both technologically and politically), but the continued oppression of dissenting voices and the
existence of a command economy remain
obstacles to further development.
Although China’s irreverence of human rights is reprehensible, disagreement
persists on how best to convince the PRC to
Westernize politically. Unfortunately,
American politicians have failed to present
anything but impassioned rhetoric and
flawed policy. Most egregiously, the left
has retreated on promises of stiff sanctions
for violations of international laws, allowing those crimes to continue. Such a policy
of making hollow threats endangers the US
economy and Chinese national advancement, while doing nothing to relieve suffering. Only when the leaders believe that
we are willing to put their citizen’s interests before the dollar will they do the same.
China developed in the past fifteen
years not through pressure from Amnesty

cChina)”continued from page 19.
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by Tufts and Jackson Colleges. Getting an
‘A’ or an ‘A-’ may satisfy one’s selfish
need for good grades, but actually acquiring knowledge, possessing the ability to
communicate effectively through written
words, discovering truth, and realizing the
beauty of art are more rewarding and more
important than numbers‘ on a transcript.
Tufts once stood for excellence in Liberal
Arts education. If students reject Marxist
interpretations of J a n e Austen and
“gynocriticism,” our university will return
to Charles Tufts’ grand values and ideals.
Mr. Delaney is a junior majoring
in History and Political Science.

International, but because its economy became increasingly influential in domestic
politics. Although today’s Chinese oppose
communism, the grey-haired men in Beijing
still cling to power. Economic sanctions
will not hasten their departure. Rather, they
would be taken as an affront to growing
national economic prominence and
strengthen the anti-Western sentiment. Chinese society has labored essentially unchanged for more than two thousand years
without the West: a condescending attitude
will not enhance relations.
With thedeath ofDeng Xiaoping looming, there will soon be a significant change
in China’s government, the first since
Mao’s demise in 1976. While the hardliners would like to capitalize on Deng’s
ailing health by consolidating power, it is
more likely that new leadership will hasten
liberalization. When Harry Wu spoke at
Tufts, he noted that in twenty years China
could be one of the most powerful countries in the world and suggested that we ask
ourselves just what kind of a country it
might be. Perhaps more importantly, we
should seek to answer that question by
developing positive relations with a nation
that may soon dwarf the United States.
China’s star is rising; the only limits on its
apex are set in Beijing. American foreign
policy must be based not on lofty ideals but
on the harsh realities of a world we can
change. China wishes to join the West but
will do so only at its own pace. While we
can help the Chinese on their road to liberalization, we cannot push them down it.
Mr. Kingsbury is a sophomore majoring in
International Relations.

~

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
We must develop a fair appreciation for the
real strengths and limitations of government
effort on behalf of children. Government,
obviously, cannotfill a child’s emotional needs.
Nor can it fill his spiritual and moral needs.
Government is not a father or a mother.
Government has never raised a child, and it
never will.
-William Bennett

A liberal is one who says it’s all nghtfor an 18year-old girl to perform in a pornographic
movie as long as she gets paid the minimum
wage.
-Irving Kristol

How can the modern relativist exercise
tolerance if he doesn’t believe in anything to
begin with?
-William F. Buckley

Somehow liberals have been unable to acquire
from birth what conservatives seem to be
endowed with at birth: namely, a healthy
skepticism of the powers of government to do
good.
-Daniel Patrick Moynihan

I know that 1 am leaving the winning sidefor the
losing side, but it is better to die on the losing
side than to live under communism.
-Whittaker Chambers
Nothing is so permamnent as a temporary
government program.
-Milton Friedman
Too many pieces of music finish too long after
the end.
-1gor Stravinsky
The digerences between the sexes are the single
most important fact of human society.
-George Gilder
1 will offer a choice, not an echo.

--Barry Goldwater
The previous regime,.. reduced men to a means
ofproduction and nature to a tool ofproduction.
Thus it attacked both their very essence and
their mutual relationship. It reduced gifted and
autonomous people to nuts and bolts in some
monstrously huge, noisy, and stinking machine.
-Vaclav Have1

I can’t read ten pages of Steinbeck without
throwing up.
-James Gould Cozzens

A lesson in folly is worth two in wisdom.
-Tom Stoppard
Scratch an intellectual and you find a would-be
aristocrat who loathes the sight, the sound, and
the smell of common folk.
-Eric Hoffer

Name me an emperor who was ever struck by a
cannonball.
-Charles V

Republicans believe every day is the Fourth of
July, but Democrats believe every day is April
fifteenth.
-Ronald Reagan
Whenever you have an eficient government,
you have a dictatorship.
-Harry Truman
Work is of two kinds:first, altering the position
of matter at or near the earth’s surface relative
to other matter; second, telling other people to
do so.
-Bertrand Russell
Communismwill never be halted by negotiations
or through the machinations of detente. It can
only be halted by force from without or by
disintegration from within.
-Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
Hope is no basis for a defense policy.
-Margaret Thatcher
The concern is less that children will emulate
the frenzied behavior described in porn rock
than they will succumb to the lassitude of the
demoralized.
-George F. Will
There aren’t any liberals left in New York.
They’ve all been mugged by now.
-James Q. Wilson

No law can be sacred to me but that of my
nature.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Ultimate equality in the judgment of God, and
equality before the law, are recognized by
conservatives; but equality of condition, they
think, means equality in servitude and boredom.
-Russel Kirk

It is a general popular error to imagine the
loudest complainers for the public to be the
most anxious for its welfare.
-Edmund Burke

No sane man will dance.
-Cicero

As usual, your information stinks.
-Telegram to Time magazine from
Frank Sinatra

I certainly agree that we should not go around
saying we are the world’spolicemen. But guess
who gets called when someone needs a cop?
-General Colin Powell
My uncle was the town drunk- and we lived in
Chicago.
-George Gobel

I do most anxiously wish to see the highest
degree of educationgiven to the higher degrees
of genius.
-Thomas Jefferson
You are free and that is why you are lost.
-Franz K a m
Quebec is Reason No. 87 to make English the
official language of the United States.
-.Jeff Jacoby
We are living among realities, and one ofrhe
most salient of them is the fact that the inferior
masses appear to have a congenital incapacity
for self-government.
-H.L. Mencken

No nation was ever ruined by trade.
-Benjamin Franklin
Ye who would in aught excel,
Ponder this simple maxim well:
A wise man’s censure may apall,
But a fool’s praise is worst of all.
-Henry G. Bohn
In a constitutional democracy,the moral content
of law must be given by the morality of the
framer or legislator, never by the morality of
the judge.
-Robert Bork
We refused to assume... one of the central
obligations of parenthood: to make ourselves
theBnal authority on good and bad, right and
wrong, and to take the consequences of what
might turn out to be a lifetime battle.
-Midge Decter
The world is run by C students.
-A1 McGuire
The moral and constitutional obligations of
our representativesin Washingtonare toprolect
our liberty,not coddle to the world, precipitating
no-win wars, while bringing bankruptcy and
economic turmoil to our people.
-Rep. Ron Paul
Laws are like spider’s webs: ifsome poor weak
creature comes up against them, it is caught; but
a bigger one can break through and get away.
-Solon
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